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skin tightening  
with elōs
Achieve youthful, tightened and toned skin.

Only Refirme skin tightening, via wrinkle 

reduction, with elōs technology can offer 

superior results with the highest levels of 

comfort and safety.

Schedule a personal consultation today!



Skin before 
Refirme skin 
tightening 
procedure.

Skin after 
Refirme skin 

tightening 
procedure.

achieve tight & 
firm skin without 
downtime
The Refirme skin tightening 
procedure, via wrinkle reduction, 
features revolutionary elōs technology 
to comfortably achieve a more 
youthful, tightened and toned 
appearance without downtime. 

We’re proud to offer elōs, the  
first and only technology that uses 
combined energies to effectively and 
gently tighten your skin.

How does Refirme skin tightening work? 
The combined bi-polar radio frequency and light energies of 
elōs technology precisely heat the dermal tissue within the 
target treatment area. This stimulates collagen production 
and produces a firming effect in lax skin. Fine wrinkles are 
reduced, noticeable lifting can be observed and the texture of 
your skin becomes smoother, more luminous and toned.

When can I expect to see results? 
Most patients see gradual and cumulative results throughout 
the Refirme skin tightening treatments. The total number of 
required treatment sessions depends on your skin’s condition. 
Schedule a consultation to establish your personalized 
treatment schedule.

Is Refirme skin tightening right for me? 
elōs technology enables Refirme skin tightening to be a safe 
and effective solution for all skin types.

Does it hurt? 
Refirme is a gentle, comfortable treatment requiring 
no downtime. Many patients return to normal activities 
immediately after the treatment. Cooling of the skin’s surface 
provides enhanced safety and additional comfort. 

How much does it cost?  
Treatment costs vary. Schedule a personalized consultation 
for more details.

Refirme treatments

Effectively treat sagginess under 
the eyes and brow lines.

Anti-aging solution for smile 
lines and cheek areas.

Tighten skin around the neck.


